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Upcoming 2019/20 Conferences and Events
Buckley Systems and/or D-Pace will have a presence at all these events. Please contact us if
you would like to arrange a specific meeting with us while we are there.
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• April 1-5 IMRP19: Strasbourg, France
International Meeting on Radiation Processing, Organised by the International Irradiation Association (iia)

New large
machining
centre

• May 5-10 ECAART: Split, Croatia
13th European Conference on Accelerators in Applied Research and Technology

new $3.5 million Mazak V100N

10 International Particle Accelerator Conference

• June 22-25 SNMMI19: Anaheim, California, USA
Society of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging annual meeting

been commissioned. With a

• July 9-11 Semicon West: San Francisco, California, USA

footprint of 24.3m (80ft) x 9m
(30ft) and weighing over 70
tons, it is the third and largest
machine of this series to be
by

Buckley

International conference for the semiconductor industry

Two 5,000 mm x 2,100 mm
(196” x 82”) pallet change
tables allow work to be loaded
and unloaded on one table
while the machine is working

The rigid two-column design
has a vertical movement of
(59”)
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Manufacturing agility P.3

centre is based in Auckland, New

Japanese representative Hakuto P.3

Systems’

Zealand. Being a long way from

• September 1-6 NAPAC 2019: Lansing, Michigan, USA
• September 8-12 IBIC 2019: Malmö , Sweden

appreciate people who make the
effort to come and visit us to discuss

International beam industry conference

requirements, check on their project
being manufactured or discover why

22nd international conference on cyclotrons and their applications

so many businesses choose us to

• September 22-27 MT26: Vancouver, Canada

manufacture their equipment.

Magnet technology conference

• October 13-18 IBA2019: Antibes, France
24th International Conference on Ion Beam Analysis

18th International Conference on Ion Sources

Zealand in September 2020. This will be the
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physics

matter where in the world you are. Bill takes a
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increasing plant capacity in innovative ways,
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combined

fully
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able to see our Ion Source Test

means
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Buckley Systems CSIO, Dr Morgan Dehnel,

Bill comments, “Many people don’t realise how

that has come from it.

was one of the main drivers behind the bid and

big

is very excited about the event. “Hosting

manufacturing capability until they see it for

NIBS’20 brings the world experts in negative

themselves. The volume of steel, aluminium

ion beams to New Zealand, which facilitates

and copper that is processed every month is
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major

Facility (ISTF) and the scientific work

operation.
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research
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of specialists.

undertake confidential work, we do

such

time

manufacturing headquarters.

to five faces in one, seamless

Purchasing
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we will do our best to arrange for you

testing workshops plus you will be

National Laboratory), Prof. Vladimir Davydenko (Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics - BINP),

business on manufacturing specialist, high

conference held in Novosibirsk, Russia, the

and industry. Realising that if you are the very

Melanson presented a poster on reducing negative carbon ion glitching and Dave Potkins

spindle

Negative Ions, Beams and Sources (NIBS)

and support equipment for research institutes

spindle travel. This feature

articulating

physics equipment since 1968 and built his

for the 7th NIBS conference to be held in New
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At the 2018 International Symposium on

University of Auckland won the hosting rights

compliance/testing/quality staff.

NIBS 2018 highlights

University of Auckland to host 2020 NIBS conference

To maximise the benefit of your visit

Among the presentations at NIBS 2018 was a poster by Anand George who is researching
the effects of the magnetic filter on a volume-production multi-cusp ion D sources. Stephane

with

Conferences and events P.4

many of our customers, we always

North America particle accelerator conference

• October ICIS2019: Lanzhou, China

on the other.

U. Auckland to host NIBS’20 P.1

main
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• September 22-27 CYC19: Cape Town, South Africa
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• May 19-24 IPAC19: Melbourne, Australia
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terms

of

exposure to this field for professors and
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students in

and
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Aluminium resonator
can welding

Hakuto Company
Ltd to represent
Buckley Systems in
Japan

Tobin Jones

With over 5,500 RF resonators

Physicist and Ph.D. student at University of Auckland

produced from our Auckland factory
to date, we are always looking at

Developing a time of flight mass spectrometer

ways to streamline our production
Long

worked in IT for a short while before

able to continue. Tobin’s physics

Hakuto Co Ltd has signed an

production runs have allowed us to
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theory,

engineering
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invest in custom jigs to mass-

2012. Among his early projects was

knowledge and IT experience have
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development.
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and minimise heat distortion while
digital controlled, rotary and linear
drives offer precision positioning of
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spent much of his youth in Europe

ideal subject for a PhD thesis.

engineering services.

when his parents’ careers took the

Professor Derrick’s untimely death
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practical
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the world through to 2021.

complementing
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produced thousands of metres of
smooth, leak-free weld in these
critical components.

the project has been
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can also be used to measure heavy

closely with Tobin and Dr Det Rost
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now
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coming through the clear roof

ion beams of high-charge state.

from the University of Auckland.

monitoring instruments and ion
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Lecture in Japan

sources.
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and gave a lecture to a group of
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components
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discovery science industries and,
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design,
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For
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project,
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mass spectrometers. He now works
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designed a 270 mm diameter
magnet producing a confined dipole
magnetic field of 0.4 to 1.1 Tesla.
Initial simulations illustrate good
resolution of He++ (inner trajectory)
and He+ (outer trajectory), refer to
Figure 1.
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Dr Steve Thompson
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Jones with his thesis project, Dr

embassy in Tokyo.
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New Zealand Trade and Enterprise
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at
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Yuji Shimabukuro
In January 2019 we hosted Mr
Yuji Shimabukuro from Dr Motoi
Wada’s Plasma Physics Lab at
Doshisha

University

The second resin batching and vacuum infusion plant used
primarily for large, hollow core conductor coils but also for
overflow work from the strip and wire coil departments.

Kyoto,

Japan. Using the ISTF and
assisted by PhD student, Anand
George,

he

conducted

experiments on inductive and
capacitive coupling of an RF
source to plasma for better
power transfer efficiency.
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